
Tropical Cyclone Jessie 16/03/1974 to 25/03/1974 
 

(i) General 
 
"Jessie" was the tenth tropical cyclone of the season to exert an influence in the 
Northwestern Australian Region. This system was the sixth of the season to spend its 
entire life over water. The early development of "Jessie" was comparatively well 
documented by means of ship reports on 16, 17 and 18 March as this deepening phase 
was spent near the sea lanes linking Western Australia and Japan. 
 
"Jessie" had no direct effect on the weather over the continent. Its closest approach to 
Australia occurred during its very early stages and even then "Jessie" was about 380 km 
from the coast. 
 

(ii) Development 
 
"Jessie" formed in a low pressure zone that had been located north of Western Australia 
at about latitude 13°S for several days. Mean sea level pressure analyses of the area 
were made more reliable by the presence of a number of ships from which weather 
observations were received. After the cyclone had moved west of 115°E longitude few 
ship reports were received. 
 
Reports received indicated that once development was initiated on 16 March "Jessie" 
became a significant system more rapidly than could be inferred from the cloud 
photographs. The first gales were reported by the ship "Kakogawamaru" at 17000 GMT 
when it was about 95 km to the westnorthwest of the centre. The reported wind was 
270°/65 km/h with a pressure of 999.5 mb.  At 170900 GMT the ship "Iberia" was very 
close to the centre as its wind was 350°/19 km/h after being 290°/93 km/h at 170600. 
Subsequently at 171200 GMT the wind became 110°/87 km/h.  The lowest pressure 
measured during cyclone "Jessie", 989.3 mb was reported by the "Iberia" at 170900 
GMT. 
 
Once the cyclone had passed from that area of converging sea lanes its intensity and 
movement were monitored chiefly by analysis of the cloud photographs received from 
the ESSA 8 and NOAA 2 satellites. The technique used for interpreting the photographs 
was that of Dvorak. 
 
The photography indicated that the cyclone probably reached its maximum intensity on 
20 March with an estimated central pressure of about 964 mb. After attaining maturity 
the cyclone weakened slowly until 25 March when it merged with an approaching 
southern cold front and was no longer distinguishable as a separate entity. 
 
At maturity on 20 March the value of the first anti-cyclonically curved isobar was 1006 
mb. 
 

(iii) Features of the Track (Fig. 10.1) 
 

"Jessie" was an active, independent system for nine days and in that period travelled 
about 4100 km. During its first two days the cyclone moved about 8 1cm/h but its speed 
during the period 18 to 25 March ranged between 15 km/h and 28 km/h and averaged 
about 23 km/h. 



 
Apart from the early eastward component the track described by "Jessie" showed no 
unusual features.  During 17 March the track became westerly and from 22 March a 
gradual recurvature towards the south was evident.  This track is consistent with the 
wind structure of the atmosphere at all levels.  At first, a high pressure system south of 
the cyclone was the other significant synoptic feature in the Indian Ocean.  However 
about 23 March a major cold front moved through the New Amsterdam Is. region 
accompanied by a middle and high level trough. "Jessie" began interacting with the 
airflow to the east of the trough and gradually began to recurve.  On 25 March the 
eastward moving cold frontal band amalgamated with the southward moving remnants 
of the cyclone. 
 

(iv) Rainfall 
 
No rainfall attributable to cyclone "Jessie" was reported from any station as the cyclone 
spent its whole life well away from the coast. 
 

(v) Winds 
 
During the cyclone's early stages ship reports enabled the wind regime to be determined 
with some accuracy.  A selection of ship reports is given in Table 10.1.  The first report 
of gale force winds was from the ship "Kakogawamaru" at 170000 GMT when it was 
about 95 km to the westnorthwest of "Jessie".  At 170900 GMT the ship "Iberia" passed 
very near the cyclone centre as its wind veered from westnorthweet to eastsoutheast 
between 170600 GMT and 171200 GMT.  At 170900 GMT the wind reported was  
350°/19 km/h probably indicating that the centre of the cyclone was but a few 
kilometres distant.  Similarly the ship "Orendabridge" passed close to the centre 
between 172100 GMT and 180000 GMT for the winds reported changed from 280°/81 
km/h to 160°/74 km/h.  A report from the "Orendabridge" at 171200 GMT indicated 
that gale force winds extended over 170 km from the centre of "Jessie" within 36 hours 
of the system becoming a distinct circulation. 
 
Using the Dvorak technique for the interpretation of the cloud photographs it is 
estimated that winds of about 145 km/h would probably have been generated near the 
centre of the cyclone during its mature phase beginning on 20 March. The maximum 
wind actually reported was 110 km/h by the ship "Orendabridge" at 171800 GMT. 
 

(vi) Seas and Swell 
 

As with the winds associated with "Jessie" the state of the sea was best documented 
during the early development phase of the cyclone's life cycle.  Seas and swells 
experienced by some of the ships in the area are included in Table 10.1.  The highest 
seas and swells were each 8 m reported by the "Iberia" at 170600 GMT. However for 
the most part both seas and swells generated at this time were about 3.5 m to 4 m. 
 
Rough seas and heavy swells were probably caused by the winds about the cyclone until 
24 March. 
 
 
 
 



(vii) Satellite Analysis 
 
A summary of the data estimated from the cloud photographs monitored from the ESSA 
8 and NOAA 2 satellites is given in Table 10.2. 
 
On 16 March a cloud mass near the western edge of a broad convective zone oriented 
along latitude 12°S between longitudes 120°E and 130°E became detached. This 
separated cloud mass appeared to relate well with a surface low pressure area. 
Subsequent surface weather reports indicated that the system was deepening and this 
was also suggested by the continued cyclone organisation of the cloud mass evident in 
the ESSA 8 photograph of 180123 GMT.  In the Dvorak classification the system was 
determined as T 3.5.  Enlargement of the cloud system continued until 20 March when 
"Jessie" reached T 5. It then began to weaken.  A temporary halt in the decline was 
evident in the BMA 8 photograph of 220258 GMT as deep layer convection persisted in 
the feeder bands.  Thereafter both the central dense overcast and the feeder bands of 
cloud became less solid.  In the following days the cloud system appeared successively 
weaker. On 25 March in the ESSA 8 photograph of 0336 GMT the cyclone was 
beginning to interact with the cloud band associated with a southern cold front and by 
26 March the two systems had amalgamated. 
 
Table 10.1   Selected Ship Reports 
 

Ship’s Name Position 
°S     °E 

Date/ 
time 

(GMT) 

Direction/ 
Distance from 

centre (km) 

Wind 
(km/h) Sea (m) Swell (m) Weather Pressure 

(mb) 

Kakogawa-
maru 12.0 121.5 170000 300/ 75 270/65 - - Heavy rain 995 

Iberia 12.2 122.5 170300 040/ 37 280/74 4.5 - Showers 995.0 

Iberia 12.4 122.5 170600 050/ 37 290/89 8 NNW 8 Moderate rain 991.5 

Iberia 12.5 122.6 170900 060/ 60 350/18 - - Distant rain 989.3 

Iberia 13.2 122.6 171200 130/ 65 110/83 - - Heavy 
showers 994.0 

Orenda-
bridge 11.4 122.0 170600 350/140 290/83 3.5 WNW 4.5 Heavy rain 997.0 

Orenda-
bridge 11.3 121.7 170900 330/140 280/74 3.5 W 4 Recent squalls 997.7 

Orenda-
bridge 11.4 121.6 171200 330/170 260/74 3.5 W 4 Heavy rain 1000.6 

Orenda-
bridge 11.9 121.3 171500 320/130 280/74 3.5 W 4 Recent squalls 997.6 

Orenda-
bridge 12.4 121.3 171800 350/ 75 290/111 3.5 WNW 4.5 Lightning 993.3 

Orenda-
bridge 12.6 121.4 172100 360/ 65 280/81 3.5 WNW 4 Heavy rain 992.3 

Orenda-
bridge 13.4 121.4 180000 140/ 60 160/74 3 S 6 - 989.8 

 



 
Table 10.2   Data from Satellite Photographs 
 

Satellite 
Name 

Orbit 
Number 

Date/ Time 
(GMT) 

Estimated posn. of 
centre 

°S °E

Final T 
No. 

Min. Sea Level 
Pressure (mb) 

ESSA 8 24058 160140 13 121 2 1003 
ESSA 8 24071 170226 13 122.5 2.5 999 
ESSA 8 24083 180123 13 122 3.5 988 
ESSA 8 24096 190220 14 118 4 981 

NOAA 2 6515 200122 15.5 111 5 964 
ESSA 8 24121 210207 15 106.5 4.5 973 
ESSA 8 24134 220258 16.5 104 4.5 973 
ESSA 8 24147 230349 19 98.5 3.5 988 
ESSA 8 24159 240245 22.3 95.5 3 994 
ESSA 8 24172 250336 27.5 94.2 2 1003 

 


